The discretized source magnetic vector potential A j , projected from source field H s with H(curl, ) semi-norm, is studied for non-meshed coils with magnetic vector potential A and electric scalar potential V formulation. As a novelty, source potential A j is computed in a reduced domain red instead of the complete domain . For domains with fixed and moving parts, potential A j can be computed on each part, for each of the related current sources, with no need to ensure its continuity between these parts. Index Terms-Current source, edge finite element, induction machine, magnetic vector potential.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
ITH EDDY current problems, electric vector potential T and total φ or reduced φ r magnetic scalar potential formulations are widely used. However, these formulations require the introduction of artificial cuts [1] when the domain is multiply connected. To avoid the need to develop algorithms for the creation of cuts, the total A [2] or reduced A r [3] , [4] magnetic vector potential and electric scalar potential V formulations (respectively, A-V and A r -V formulations) can be used.
Coils are generally meshed with A-V formulation and nonmeshed coils with A r -V formulation because computation of the source for A r -V formulation is not easy to implement with meshed coils. In this paper, A-V formulation is studied with non-meshed coils. Non-meshed coils may be preferred to meshed coils in an applied field because their geometries are predefined and they do not require the definition of a mesh.
Furthermore, the source computations of the non-meshed coils are well known. For non-meshed coils, sources can be computed from source magnetic field H s or source magnetic vector potential A s , using an analytical form deduced from Biot-Savart's law of [5] for filament coils, of [6] for thin sheet coils, and of [7] for rectangular cross-sectional coils. These sources can be discretized and stored on the mesh. A useful discretized source for non-meshed coils with A-V formulation is the magnetic vector potential A j , projected from H s with semi-norm on the space of edge finite elements, H(curl, ) [8] .
In moving systems, both fixed and moving regions (e.g., stator and rotor) occur at the interface of which the continuity of fields and potentials are commonly to be ensured. The goal of this paper is to develop a method that allows the computation of source A j in reduced parts of the domain without having to ensure its continuity. 
With the Maxwell-Faraday equation, electric scalar potential V in the frequency domain is defined from
From Maxwell's equations, neglecting the displacement current, A-V formulation in the frequency domain is
where ν is the magnetic reluctivity, J s is the source current density, and σ is the electric conductivity. Let be a domain, with boundary . Let c be the domain which contains coils, with boundary c . Potentials A and V are, respectively, discretized with edge and nodal finite elements. Applying the Galerkin method with the strong formulation defined by (3) and (4), A-V formulation is
where n n is the number of nodes in the conducting domain, n e is the number of edges in the finite-element mesh, N l is the nodal shape function of the lth node, and W k is the edge shape function of the kth edge. In subsequent chapters of this paper, the second equation (6) of A-V formulation does not change. Therefore, only the first equation (5) of A-V formulation will be studied, and particularly, the source term (5b) of this formulation.
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III. COMPUTATION OF SOURCE FOR A-V FORMULATION ON A REDUCED DOMAIN
The complete domain is designed by , and the domain which contains coils by c . Let red , with boundary red , be a reduced domain of which contains coils but with no contact between red and c , such that c ⊂ red ⊂ . These domains are shown in Fig. 1 . In an electrical machine, the fixed and moving parts of are the stator s and the rotor r . An example of a reduced domain with coils can be s . When the rotor r moves, the continuity of fields and potentials have to be ensured at the interface between the moving part r and the fixed part s . To avoid the continuity requirement, the source of A-V formulation is computed on a reduced domain red , fixed or in motion, which contains coils.
With non-meshed coils, the source current density J s cannot usually be accurately interpolated in the mesh, and thus they are used as a convenient source. The field H s it generates is a much more convenient source, e.g., expressed via a source magnetic vector potential A s , with ν 0 the vacuum reluctivity
This source A s can be discretized as a potential A j stored on the mesh, to avoid and compute A s every time it is needed. Source magnetic vector potential A j is discretized on the edge elements. On the domain , the space of edge elements is H(curl, ), defined with the space
Norms · of L 2 ( ) (9) and H(curl, ) (10), and semi-
Source A j has to be interpolated on H(curl, red ), the space of edge elements on the reduced domain red . Computation time of A j interpolated with H(curl, red ) norm is long [8] . Thus, the source A j is computed by interpolation with equation (8) and H(curl, red ) semi-norm (13) via [8] min
To solve A-V formulation with source A j interpolated with H(curl, red ) semi-norm, first source field H s is computed using Biot-Savart's law [5] , [6] , [7] . Next, discretized source A j is computed with (15) by interpolation of H s with H(curl, red ) seminorm (13). Finally, A-V formulation (5)- (6) with source A j is solved by computing source term (5b) in red instead of , by replacing J s by A j (7) in (5b) and using Green's formula
Trace n × curl A j in term (16c) is zero, when red is at infinity. In the next part, this term (16c) is not zero.
IV. A-V FORMULATION WITH COMPUTATION OF SOURCE A j ON A REDUCED DOMAIN
The goal is to study the source terms (16b) and (16c) of A-V formulation with A j computed on a reduced domain red of the complete domain .
Edge functions W k are split such as
with W ω k for edges in red but not on red , and W γ k for edges on red . With this splitting (17), the source terms in A j (16b) and (16c) of A-V formulation become
The surface integral term (18b) is zero because W ω k is zero on red , the integration domain of (18b). The source terms (18c) and (18d) together, are equal to zero, because c is included in red with no contact with red , so the term (5b) in replacing W k by W γ k , whose terms (18c) and (18d) are deduced, are equal to zero, red W γ k · J s d = 0. Then, source terms in A j (16b) and (16c) of A-V formulation are equal to (18a).
Finally, the first equation of A-V formulation (5) with source A j computed on a reduced domain red is
In Section V, the compatibility of A-V formulation (6)-(19) with source A j computed on red is studied. (5)- (6), potential A is not unique because the divergence of A is not defined. The uniqueness of A can be ensured by adding a gauge condition, for example A · w = 0 [10] , where w is an arbitrary vector field which does not form a loop. This gauge can also be defined with a tree such as w corresponds to the tree's edges [11] .
The nongauged A-V formulation (5)- (6) is singular, but it converges with an iterative solver, like the conjugate gradient, if it is compatible [12] . A-V formulation is compatible when the current density J s is expressed by the curl of source field and supported by the edge element. Therefore, A-V formulation (16) with A j is compatible and converges with an iterative method without gauge condition because J s is replaced by the curl of ν 0 curl A j and ν 0 curl A j is projected on the curl of W k . Transformation of source terms (16b) and (16c) into only one volume term (19b), to compute source A j on reduced domain red , makes the A-V formulation (6)-(19) not compatible because J s is replaced by the curl of ν 0 curl A j , but ν 0 curl A j is projected on the curl of W ω k instead of W k .
Finally, A-V formulation (6)-(19) with source A j computed on red needs a gauge condition, defined here by a tree [11] . But functions W γ k are defined only on the edges of red . Thus, for problems with a small number of edges on red compared with total number of edges on red , A-V formulation converges with iterative solver even if it is not compatible.
In next part, computation of A j for A-V formulation with non-meshed coils will be compared on a complete or reduced red domain for an aluminum toroid and an induction machine with a noncommercial version of Flux software.
VI. APPLICATIONS
In this section, equations of A-V formulation with source A j is (6)-(16) without (16c) term on the complete domain and (6)-(19) on the reduced domain red . Computation of source A j is made with an iterative solver without tree gauge. Solving of A-V formulation is made either with iterative solver or with direct solver. All computations are made with 16 GB of RAM and a processor Intel Core i7.
A. Aluminum Toroid Beneath a Non-Meshed Coil
An aluminum toroid with a non-meshed coil above it, is studied in the frequency domain. The mesh is composed of 408 850 nodes and 305 701 volumes. Geometry and mesh are shown in Fig. 2 . In this case, red is composed of: Fig. 2 (black) ], and a non-meshed coil with a current of 2.742 A [ Fig. 2 (yellow) ]. \ red is composed of: an air region [ Fig. 2 (turquoise) ], and a solid conductor region, the aluminum toroid has a permeability of μ 0 and conductivity of 3.526 × 10 7 S · m −1 [ Fig. 2 (magenta) ].
In Fig. 3(b) and (c), isovalues of magnetic flux density B for A-V formulation are represented on the toroid, with the source A j computed on either red or and with iterative or direct solver, and they are identical. In Fig. 3 (e) and (f), isovalues of relative gap of B between A-V formulation with A j computed on red and on are represented with iterative or direct solver. The relative gap of B is <0.65%. Therefore, B does not depend on the computation domain of A j .
For A-V formulation, Joule losses on toroid are 3.677 W for A j computed on and 3.691 W on red . Thus, the relative difference for Joule losses is 0.38%. Finally, Joule losses do not depend on the computation domain of A j .
Times for the computation of source A j on red or and the solving of A-V formulation are given in Table I . Computation of A j on red takes 11 s, whereas on it takes 25 s because is bigger than red . Without A j computation, A-V formulation is solved in 14 min with iterative solver and in 3 min and a half with direct solver for A j computed on red because tree gauge slows down the convergence of iterative solver. For A j computed on , the A-V formulation is solved in 35 s with iterative solver and in 2 min with direct solver because the direct solver is slower than the iterative solver for small problems. Thus, A-V formulation with source A j is solved a little faster, but in similar time, when A j is computed on than on red . 
B. Induction Machine
An induction machine with non-meshed coils is studied in the frequency domain. The description of this machine is given in [8] . Geometry and mesh are shown in Fig. 4 . The induction machine is meshed with 2 632 447 nodes and 990 196 elements, so the A-V formulation (6)-(19) converges without a gauge condition for the iterative solver. In the machine, the rotor domain r is composed of the rotor core and the squirrel cage (the cyan and black regions in Fig. 4, respectively) . The stator domain s is composed of the air, the stator core, the stator ring, and three non-meshed coils, respectively, magenta, yellow, red, green, and cyan regions (Fig. 4) . The non-meshed coils belong to s , with reduced domain red thus chosen as s .
In Fig. 5 , isovalues of B for A-V formulation are shown on the x y-plane at z = 0 for two slots of the stator core of the induction machine, with the source A j computed on domain s or . Fig. 5(b) and (c) is identical, which shows that B does not depend on the computation domain of A j .
Torque, computed on squirrel cage and rotor core regions, is 2.097 N/m for source A j computed either on the reduced domain red = s or on the complete domain . On the stator ring, joule losses are 1.777 W for the computation of A j on red or on and they are 685.7 W on the rotor cage. Finally, torque and Joule losses are the same for the computation of A j on a complete or reduced red domain. Times for the computation of source A j on s or and the solving of A-V formulation are given in Table II . Computation of A j on s takes 20 min, whereas on it takes 30 min because is bigger than s . Without the computation of A j , the solving of A-V formulation is ∼1 h for A j computed on s and 30 min for A j computed on . Therefore, A-V formulation gives the same results in equivalent times that the source A j is computed either on reduced domain red = s or on complete domain .
VII. CONCLUSION
In [8] , the discretized source A j was chosen to compute the source for non-meshed coils with the A-V formulation. In this paper, how to reduce the computation of source A j to a part of the domain in movement or in a fixed position is described. Using this method, it is now possible to implement movement for A-V formulation with source A j .
